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1. What are multimodal systems, and why are we building them?
Multimodal systems process two or more combined user input modes— such as speech, pen, touch, manual
gestures, gaze, and head and body movements— in a coordinated manner with multimedia system output. This class
of systems represents a new direction for computing, and a paradigm shift away from conventional WIMP
interfaces. Since the appearance of Bolt’s (1980) “Put That There” demonstration system, which processed speech in
parallel with touch-pad pointing, a variety of new multimodal systems has emerged. This new class of interfaces
aims to recognize naturally occurring forms of human language and behavior, which incorporate at least one
recognition-based technology (e.g., speech, pen, vision). The development of novel multimodal systems has been
enabled by the myriad input and output technologies currently becoming available, including new devices and
improvements in recognition-based technologies. This chapter will review the main types of multimodal interfaces,
their advantages and cognitive science underpinnings, primary features and architectural characteristics, and general
research in the field of multimodal interaction and interface design.
The growing interest in multimodal interface design is inspired largely by the goal of supporting more transparent,
flexible, efficient, and powerfully expressive means of human-computer interaction. Multimodal interfaces are
expected to be easier to learn and use, and are preferred by users for many applications. They have the potential to
expand computing to more challenging applications, to be used by a broader spectrum of everyday people, and to
accommodate more adverse usage conditions than in the past. Such systems also have the potential to function in a
more robust and stable manner than unimodal recognition systems involving a single recognition-based technology,
such as speech, pen, or vision.
The advent of multimodal interfaces based on recognition of human speech, gaze, gesture, and other natural
behavior represents only the beginning of a progression toward computational interfaces capable of relatively
human-like sensory perception. Such interfaces eventually will interpret continuous input from a large number of
different visual, auditory, and tactile input modes, which will be recognized as users engage in everyday activities.
The same system will track and incorporate information from multiple sensors on the user’s interface and
surrounding physical environment in order to support intelligent adaptation to the user, task and usage environment.
Future adaptive multimodal-multisensor interfaces have the potential to support new functionality, to achieve
unparalleled robustness, and to perform flexibly as a multifunctional and personalized mobile system.
2. What types of multimodal interfaces exist, and what is their history and current status?
Multimodal systems have developed rapidly during the past decade, with steady progress toward building more
general and robust systems, as well as more transparent human interfaces than ever before (Benoit, Martin,
Pelachaud, Schomaker, & Suhm, 2000; Oviatt et al., 2000). Major developments have occurred in the hardware and
software needed to support key component technologies incorporated within multimodal systems, as well as in
techniques for integrating parallel input streams. Multimodal systems also have diversified to include new modality
combinations, including speech and pen input, speech and lip movements, speech and manual gesturing, and gaze
tracking and manual input (Benoit & Le Goff, 1998; Cohen, et al., 1997; Stork & Hennecke, 1995; Turk &
Robertson, 2000; Zhai, Morimoto & Ihde, 1999). In addition, the array of multimodal applications has expanded
rapidly, and presently ranges from map-based and virtual reality systems for simulation and training, to person
identification/verification systems for security purposes, to medical and web-based transaction systems that
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eventually will transform our daily lives (Neti, Iyengar, Potamianos & Senior, 2000; Oviatt et al., 2000; Pankanti,
Bolle & Jain, 2000).
In one of the earliest multimodal concept demonstrations, Bolt had users sit in front of a projection of “Dataland” in
“the Media Room” (Negroponte, 1978). Using the “Put That There” interface (Bolt, 1980), they could use speech
and pointing on an armrest-mounted touchpad to create and move objects on a 2-D large-screen display. For
example, the user could issue a command to “Create a blue square there,” with the intended location of “there”
indicated by a 2-D cursor mark on the screen. Semantic processing was based on the user’s spoken input, and the
meaning of the deictic “there” was resolved by processing the x,y coordinate indicated by the cursor at the time
“there” was uttered. Since Bolt’s early prototype, considerable strides have been made in developing a wide variety
of different types of multimodal systems.
Among the earliest and most rudimentary multimodal systems were ones that supported speech input along with a
standard keyboard and mouse interface. Conceptually, these multimodal interfaces represented the least departure
from traditional graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Their initial focus was on supporting richer natural language
processing to support greater expressive power for the user when manipulating complex visuals and engaging in
information extraction. As speech recognition technology matured during the late 1980s and 1990s, these systems
added spoken input as an alternative to text entry via the keyboard. As such, they represent early involvement of the
natural language and speech communities in developing the technologies needed to support new multimodal
interfaces. Among the many examples of this type of multimodal interface are CUBRICON, Georal, Galaxy, XTRA,
Shoptalk and Miltalk (Cohen et al., 1989; Kobsa, et al., 1986; Neal & Shapiro, 1991; Seneff, Goddeau, Pao &
Polifroni, 1996; Siroux, Guyomard, Multon & Remondeau, 1995; Wahlster, 1991).
Several of these early systems were multimodal-multimedia map systems to which a user could speak or type and
point with a mouse to extract tourist information or engage in military situation assessment (Cohen et al., 1989; Neal
& Shapiro, 1991; Seneff, et al., 1996; Siroux, et al., 1995). For example, using the CUBRICON system a user could
point to an object on a map and ask: “Is this <point> an air base?” CUBRICON was an expert system with
extensive domain knowledge, as well as natural language processing capabilities that included referent identification
and dialogue tracking (Neal & Shapiro, 1991). With the Georal system, a user could query a tourist information
system to plan travel routes using spoken input and pointing via a touch-sensitive screen (Siroux, et al., 1995). In
contrast, the Shoptalk system permitted users to interact with complex graphics representing factory production flow
for chip manufacturing (Cohen et al., 1989). Using Shoptalk, a user could point to a specific machine in the
production layout and issue the command: “Show me all the times when this machine was down.” After the system
delivered its answer as a list of time ranges, the user could click on one to ask the follow-up question, “What chips
were waiting in its queue then, and were any of them hot lots?” Multimedia system feedback was available in the
form of a text answer, or the user could click on the machine in question to view an exploded diagram of the
machine queue’s contents during that time interval.
More recent multimodal systems have moved away from processing simple mouse or touch-pad pointing, and have
begun designing systems based on two parallel input streams that each are capable of conveying rich semantic
information. These multimodal systems recognize two natural forms of human language and behavior, for which
two recognition-based technologies are incorporated within a more powerful bimodal user interface. To date,
systems that combine either speech and pen input (Oviatt & Cohen, 2000) or speech and lip movements (Benoit, et
al, 2000; Stork & Hennecke, 1995; Rubin, Vatikiotis-Bateson, & Benoit, 1998) constitute the two most mature areas
within the field of multimodal research. In both cases, the keyboard & mouse have been abandoned. For speech &
pen systems, spoken language sometimes is processed along with complex pen-based gestural input involving
hundreds of different symbolic interpretations beyond pointing1 (Oviatt et al., 2000). For speech & lip movement
systems, spoken language is processed along with corresponding human lip movements during the natural audiovisual experience of spoken interaction. In both of these sub-literatures, considerable work has been directed toward
quantitative modeling of the integration and synchronization characteristics of the two rich input modes being
processed, and innovative time-sensitive architectures have been developed to process these patterns in a robust
manner.

1

However, other recent pen/voice multimodal systems that emphasize mobile processing, such as MiPad and the Field Medic
Information System (Holzman, 1999; Huang, et al., 2000), still limit pen input to pointing.
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Multimodal systems that recognize speech and pen-based gestures first were designed and studied in the early 1990s
(Oviatt, Cohen, Fong, & Frank, 1992), with the original QuickSet system prototype built in 1994. The QuickSet
system is an agent-based collaborative multimodal system that runs on a hand-held PC (Cohen et al., 1997). With
QuickSet, for example, a user can issue a multimodal command such as “Airstrips... facing this way <draws arrow>,
and facing this way <draws arrow>,” using combined speech and pen input to place the correct number, length and
orientation (e.g., SW, NE) of aircraft landing strips on a map. Other research-level systems of this type were built in
the late 1990s. Examples include the Human-centric Word Processor, Portable Voice Assistant, QuickDoc and
MVIEWS (Bers, Miller, & Makhoul, 1998; Cheyer, 1998; Oviatt et al., 2000; Waibel, Suhm, Vo, & Yang, 1997).
These systems represent a variety of different system features, applications, and information fusion and linguistic
processing techniques. For illustration purposes, a comparison of five different speech and gesture systems is
summarized in Figure 1. In most cases, these multimodal systems jointly interpreted speech and pen input based on
a frame-based method of information fusion and a late semantic fusion approach, although QuickSet used a
statistically-ranked unification process and a hybrid symbolic/statistical
architecture (Wu, Oviatt, & Cohen, 1999). Other very recent systems also have begun to adopt unification-based
multimodal fusion and a hybrid architectural approach (Bangalore & Johnston, 2000; Denecke & Yang, 2000;
Wahlster, 2001).
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Figure 1. Examples of functionality, architectural features, and general classification of different speech and gesture multimodal
applications.
1

The FMA component recognizes speech only, and the FMC component recognizes gestural selections or speech. The FMC
also can transmit digital speech and ink data, and can read data from smart cards and physiological monitors.
2
The PVA also performs handwriting recognition.
3
A small speech vocabulary is up to 200 words, moderate 300-1,000 words, and large in excess of 1,000 words. For penbased gestures, deictic selection is an individual gesture, a small vocabulary is 2-20 gestures, moderate 20-100, and large in
excess of 100 gestures.
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Although many of the issues discussed for multimodal systems incorporating speech and 2-D pen gestures also are
relevant to those involving continuous 3-D manual gesturing, the latter type of system presently is less mature
(Sharma, Pavlovic, & Huang, 1998; Pavlovic, Sharma, & Huang, 1997). This primarily is because of the significant
challenges associated with segmenting and interpreting continuous manual movements, compared with a stream of
x,y ink coordinates. As a
result of this difference, multimodal speech and pen systems have advanced more rapidly in their architectures, and
have progressed further toward commercialization of applications. However, a significant cognitive science
literature is available for guiding the design of emerging speech and 3-D gesture prototypes (Condon, 1988;
Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992), which will be discussed further in section 5. Existing systems that process manual
pointing or 3-D gestures combined with speech have been developed by Koons and colleagues (Koons, Sparrell, &
Thorisson, 1993), Sharma and colleagues (Sharma et al., 1996), Poddar and colleagues (Poddar, Sethi, Ozyildiz, &
Sharma, 1998), and by Duncan and colleagues (Duncan, Brown, Esposito, Holmback, & Xue, 1999).
Historically, multimodal speech and lip movement research has been driven by cognitive science interest in
intersensory audio-visual perception and the coordination of speech output with lip and facial movements (Benoit &
Le Goff, 1998; Bernstein & Benoit, 1996; Cohen & Massaro, 1993; Massaro & Stork, 1998; McGrath &
Summerfield, 1987; McGurk & MacDonald, 1976; McLeod & Summerfield, 1987; Robert-Ribes, Schwartz,
Lallouache & Escudier, 1998; Sumby & Pollack, 1954; Summerfield, 1992; Vatikiotis-Bateson, Munhall, Hirayama,
Lee, & Terzopoulos, 1996). Among the many contributions of this literature has been a detailed classification of
human lip movements (visemes) and the viseme-phoneme mappings that occur during articulated speech. Existing
systems that have processed combined speech and lip movements include the classic work by Petajan (1984),
Brooke and Petajan (1986), and others (Adjoudani & Benoit, 1995; Bregler & Konig, 1994; Silsbee & Su, 1996;
Tomlinson, Russell & Brooke, 1996). Additional examples of speech and lip movement systems, applications, and
relevant cognitive science research have been detailed elsewhere (Benoit, et al., 2000). Although few existing
multimodal interfaces currently include adaptive processing, researchers in this area have begun to explore adaptive
techniques for improving system robustness in noisy environmental contexts (Dupont & Luettin, 2000; Meier, Hürst
& Duchnowski, 1996; Rogozan & Deglise, 1998), which is an important future research direction. Although this
literature has not emphasized the development of applications, nonetheless its quantitative modeling of synchronized
phoneme/viseme patterns has been used to build animated characters that generate text-to-speech output and
coordinated lip movements. These new animated characters are being used as an interface design vehicle for
facilitating users’ multimodal interaction with next-generation conversational interfaces (Cassell, Sullivan, Prevost,
& Churchill, 2000; Cohen & Massaro, 1993).
While the main multimodal literatures to date have focused on either speech and pen input or speech and lip
movements, recognition of other modes also is maturing and beginning to be integrated into new kinds of
multimodal systems. In particular, there is growing interest in designing multimodal interfaces that incorporate
vision-based technologies, such as interpretation of gaze, facial expressions, and manual gesturing (Morimoto,
Koons, Amir, Flickner & Zhai, 1999; Pavlovic, Berry, & Huang, 1997; Turk & Robertson, 2000; Zhai, et al., 1999).
These technologies unobtrusively or passively monitor user behavior and need not require explicit user commands to
a “computer.” This contrasts with active input modes, such as speech or pen, which the user deploys intentionally as
a command issued to the system. While passive modes may be “attentive” and less obtrusive, active modes generally
are more reliable indicators of user intent.
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Multimodal interfaces process two or more combined user input modes— such as speech, pen, touch, manual
gestures, gaze, and head and body movements— in a coordinated manner with multimedia system output. They are a new
class of interfaces that aim to recognize naturally occurring forms of human language and behavior, and which incorporate
one or more recognition-based technologies (e.g., speech, pen, vision).
Active input modes are ones that are deployed by the user intentionally as an explicit command to a computer system
(e.g., speech).
Passive input modes refer to naturally occurring user behavior or actions that are recognized by a computer (e.g.,
facial expressions, manual gestures). They involve user input that is unobtrusively and passively monitored, without
requiring any explicit command to a computer.
Blended multimodal interfaces are ones that incorporate system recognition of at least one passive and one active
input mode. (e.g., speech and lip movement systems).
Temporally-cascaded multimodal interfaces are ones that process two or more user modalities that tend to
be sequenced in a particular temporal order (e.g., gaze, gesture, speech), such that partial information supplied by recognition
of an earlier mode (e.g., gaze) is available to constrain interpretation of a later mode (e.g., speech). Such interfaces may
combine only active input modes, only passive ones, or they may be blended.
Mutual disambiguation involves disambiguation of signal or semantic-level information in one error-prone input
mode from partial information supplied by another. Mutual disambiguation can occur in a multimodal architecture with two
or more semantically rich recognition-based input modes. It leads to recovery from unimodal recognition errors within a
Figure
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context.

As multimodal interfaces gradually evolve toward supporting more advanced recognition of users’ natural activities
in context, they will expand beyond rudimentary bimodal systems to ones that incorporate three or more input
modes, qualitatively different modes, and more sophisticated models of multimodal interaction. This trend already
has been initiated within biometrics research, which has combined recognition of multiple behavioral input modes
(e.g., voice, handwriting) with physiological ones (e.g., retinal scans, fingerprints) to achieve reliable person
identification and verification in challenging field conditions (Choudhury, Clarkson, Jebara & Pentland, 1999;
Pankanti, et al., 2000).
3. What are the goals and advantages of multimodal interface design?
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Over the past decade, numerous advantages of multimodal interface design have been documented. Unlike a
traditional keyboard and mouse interface or a unimodal recognition-based interface, multimodal interfaces permit
flexible use of input modes. This includes the choice of which modality to use for conveying different types of
information, to use combined input modes, or to alternate between modes at any time. Since individual input
modalities are well suited in some situations, and less ideal or even inappropriate in others, modality choice is an
important design issue in a multimodal system. As systems become more complex and multifunctional, a single
modality simply does not permit all users to interact effectively across all tasks and environments.
Since there are large individual differences in ability and preference to use different modes of communication, a
multimodal interface permits diverse user groups to exercise selection and control over how they interact with the
computer (Fell, et al., 1994; Karshmer & Blattner, 1998). In this respect, multimodal interfaces have the potential to
accommodate a broader range of users than traditional interfaces— including users of different ages, skill levels,
native language status, cognitive styles, sensory impairments, and other temporary illnesses or permanent handicaps.
For example, a visually impaired user or one with repetitive stress injury may prefer speech input and text-to-speech
output. In contrast, a user with a hearing impairment or accented speech may prefer touch, gesture or pen input. The
natural alternation between modes that is permitted by a multimodal interface also can be effective in preventing
overuse and physical damage to any single modality, especially during extended periods of computer use
(Markinson1, personal communication, 1993).
Multimodal interfaces also provide the adaptability that is needed to accommodate the continuously changing
conditions of mobile use. In particular, systems involving speech, pen or touch input are suitable for mobile tasks
and, when combined, users can shift among these modalities from moment to moment as environmental conditions
change (Holzman, 1999; Oviatt, 2000b, 2000c). There is a sense in which mobility can induce a state of temporary
disability, such that a person is unable to use a particular input mode for some period of time. For example, the user
of an in-vehicle application may frequently be unable to use manual or gaze input, although speech is relatively
more available. In this respect, a multimodal interface permits the modality choice and switching that is needed
during the changing environmental circumstances of actual field and mobile use.
A large body of data documents that multimodal interfaces satisfy higher levels of user preference when interacting
with simulated or real computer systems. Users have a strong preference to interact multimodally, rather than
unimodally, across a wide variety of different application domains, although this preference is most pronounced in
spatial domains (Hauptmann, 1989; Oviatt, 1997). For example, 95% to 100% of users preferred to interact
multimodally when they were free to use either speech or pen input in a map-based spatial domain (Oviatt, 1997).
During pen/voice multimodal interaction, users preferred speech input for describing objects and events, sets and
subsets of objects, out-of-view objects, conjoined information, past and future temporal states, and for issuing
commands for actions or iterative actions (Cohen & Oviatt, 1995; Oviatt & Cohen, 1991). However, their preference
for pen input increased when conveying digits, symbols, graphic content, and especially when conveying the
location and form of spatially-oriented information on a dense graphic display such as a map (Oviatt & Olsen, 1994;
Oviatt, 1997; Suhm, 1998). Likewise, 71% of users combined speech and manual gestures multimodally, rather than
using one input mode, when manipulating graphic objects on a CRT screen (Hauptmann, 1989).
During the early design of multimodal systems, it was assumed that efficiency gains would be the main advantage of
designing an interface multimodally, and that this advantage would derive from the ability to process input modes in
parallel. It is true that multimodal interfaces sometimes support improved efficiency, especially when manipulating
graphical information. In simulation research comparing speech-only with multimodal pen/voice interaction,
empirical work demonstrated that multimodal interaction yielded 10% faster task completion time during visualspatial tasks, but no significant efficiency advantage in verbal or quantitative task domains (Oviatt, 1997; Oviatt,
Cohen, & Wang, 1994). Likewise, users’ efficiency improved when they combined speech and gestures
multimodally to manipulate 3D objects, compared with unimodal input (Hauptmann, 1989). In another early study,
multimodal speech and mouse input improved efficiency in a line-art drawing task (Leatherby & Pausch, 1992).
Finally, in a study that compared task completion times for a graphical interface versus a multimodal pen/voice
interface, military domain experts averaged four times faster at setting up complex simulation scenarios on a map

1

R. Markinson, University of California at San Francisco Medical School, 1993.
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when they were able to interact multimodally (Cohen, McGee & Clow, 2000). This latter study was based on testing
of a fully functional multimodal system, and it included time required to correct recognition errors.
One particularly advantageous feature of multimodal interface design is its superior error handling, both in terms of
error avoidance and graceful recovery from errors (Oviatt & van Gent, 1996; Oviatt, Bernard, & Levow, 1999;
Oviatt, 1999a; Rudnicky & Hauptmann, 1992; Suhm, 1998; Tomlinson, et al., 1996). There are user-centered and
system-centered reasons why multimodal systems facilitate error recovery, when compared with unimodal
recognition-based interfaces. For example, in a multimodal speech and pen-based gesture interface users will select
the input mode that they judge to be less error prone for particular lexical content, which tends to lead to error
avoidance (Oviatt & van Gent, 1996). They may prefer speedy speech input, but will switch to pen input to
communicate a foreign surname. Secondly, users’ language often is simplified when interacting multimodally,
which can substantially reduce the complexity of natural language processing and thereby reduce recognition errors
(Oviatt & Kuhn, 1998; see section 5 for discussion). In one study, users’ multimodal utterances were documented to
be briefer, to contain fewer complex locative descriptions, and 50% fewer spoken disfluencies, when compared with
a speech-only interface. Thirdly, users have a strong tendency to switch modes after system recognition errors,
which facilitates error recovery. This error resolution occurs because the confusion matrices differ for any given
lexical content for the different recognition technologies involved in processing (Oviatt, et al., 1999).
In addition to these user-centered reasons for better error avoidance and resolution, there also are system-centered
reasons for superior error handling. A well-designed multimodal architecture with two semantically rich input
modes can support mutual disambiguation of input signals. For example, if a user says “ditches” but the speech
recognizer confirms the singular “ditch” as its best guess, then parallel recognition of several graphic marks can
result in recovery of the correct plural interpretation. This recovery can occur in a multimodal architecture even
though the speech recognizer initially ranks the plural interpretation “ditches” as a less preferred choice on its n-best
list. Mutual disambiguation involves recovery from unimodal recognition errors within a multimodal architecture,
because semantic information from each input mode supplies partial disambiguation of the other mode, thereby
leading to more stable and robust overall system performance (Oviatt, 1999a, 2000a). Another example of mutual
disambiguation is shown in Figure 3. To achieve optimal error handling, a multimodal interface ideally should be
designed to include complementary input modes, and so the alternative input modes provide duplicate functionality
such that users can accomplish their goals using either mode.

Figure 3. Multimodal command to "pan" the map, which illustrates mutual disambiguation occurring between incoming speech
and gesture information, such that lexical hypotheses were pulled up on both n-best lists to produce a correct final multimodal
interpretation.
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In two recent studies involving over 4,600 multimodal commands, a multimodal architecture was found to support
mutual disambiguation and error suppression ranging between 19 and 41% (Oviatt, 1999a, 2000a). Improved
robustness also was greater for “challenging” user groups (accented vs. native speakers) and usage contexts (mobile
vs. stationary use). These results indicate that a well-designed multimodal system not only can perform more
robustly than a unimodal system, but also in a more stable way across varied real-world users and usage contexts.
Finally, during audio-visual perception of speech and lip movements, improved speech recognition also has been
demonstrated for both human listeners (McLeod & Summerfield, 1987) and multimodal systems (Adjoudani &
Benoit, 1995; Tomlinson, et al., 1996).
4. What methods and information have been used to design novel multimodal interfaces?
The design of new multimodal systems has been inspired and organized largely by two things. First, the cognitive
science literature on intersensory perception and intermodal coordination during production has provided a
foundation of information for user modeling, as well as information on what systems must recognize and how
multimodal architectures should be organized. For example, the cognitive science literature has provided knowledge
of the natural integration patterns that typify people’s lip and facial movements with speech output (Benoit, GuiardMarigny, Le Goff & Adjoudani, 1996; Ekman, 1992; Ekman & Friesen, 1978; Fridlund, 1994; Hadar, Steiner,
Grant, & Rose, 1983; Massaro & Cohen, 1990; Stork & Hennecke, 1995; Vatikiotis-Bateson et al., 1996), and their
coordinated use of manual or pen-based gestures with speech (Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992; Oviatt, DeAngeli, &
Kuhn, 1997). Given the complex nature of users’ multimodal interaction, cognitive science has and will continue to
play an essential role in guiding the design of robust multimodal systems. In this respect, a multidisciplinary
perspective will be more central to successful multimodal system design than it has been for traditional GUI design.
The cognitive science underpinnings of multimodal system design are described in section 5.
Secondly, high-fidelity automatic simulations also have played a critical role in prototyping new types of
multimodal systems (Dahlbäck, Jëonsson & Ahrenberg, 1992; Oviatt et al., 1992). When a new multimodal system
is in the planning stages, design sketches and low-fidelity mock-ups may initially be used to visualize the new
system and plan the sequential flow of human-computer interaction. These tentative design plans then are rapidly
transitioned into a higher-fidelity simulation of the multimodal system, which is available for proactive and situated
data collection with the intended user population. High-fidelity simulations have been the preferred method for
designing and evaluating new multimodal systems, and extensive data collection with such tools preferably is
completed before a fully-functional system ever is built.
During high-fidelity simulation testing, a user interacts with what she believes is a fully-functional multimodal
system, although the interface is actually a simulated front-end designed to appear and respond as the fullyfunctional system would. During the interaction, a programmer assistant at a remote location provides the simulated
system responses. As the user interacts with the front end, the programmer tracks her multimodal input and provides
system responses as quickly and accurately as possible. To support this role, the programmer makes use of
automated simulation software that is designed to support interactive speed, realism with respect to the targeted
system, and other important characteristics. For example, with these automated tools, the programmer may be able
to make a single selection on a workstation field to rapidly send simulated system responses to the user during a data
collection session.
High-fidelity simulations have been the preferred method for prototyping multimodal systems for several reasons.
Simulations are relatively easy and inexpensive to adapt, compared with building and iterating a complete system.
They also permit researchers to alter a planned system’s characteristics in major ways (e.g., input and output modes
available), and to study the impact of different interface features in a systematic and scientific manner (e.g., type and
base-rate of system errors). In comparison, a particular system with its fixed characteristics is a less flexible and
suitable research tool, and the assessment of any single system basically amounts to an individual case study. Using
simulation techniques, rapid adaptation and investigation of planned system features permits researchers to gain a
broader and more principled perspective on the potential of newly emerging technologies. In a practical sense,
simulation research can assist in the evaluation of critical performance tradeoffs and in making decisions about
alternative system designs, which designers must do as they strive to create more usable multimodal systems.
To support the further development and commercialization of multimodal systems, additional infrastructure that will
be needed in the future includes: (1) simulation tools for rapidly building and reconfiguring multimodal interfaces,
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(2) automated tools for collecting and analyzing multimodal corpora, and (3) automated tools for iterating new
multimodal systems to improve their performance (see Oviatt et al., 2000, for further discussion).
5. What are the cognitive science underpinnings of multimodal interface design?
The ability to develop multimodal systems depends on knowledge of the natural integration patterns that typify
people’s combined use of different input modes. In particular, the design of new multimodal systems depends on
intimate knowledge of the properties of different modes and the information content they carry, the unique
characteristics of multimodal language and its processability, and the integration and synchronization characteristics
of users’ multimodal interaction. It also relies on accurate prediction of when users are likely to interact
multimodally, and how alike different users are in their specific integration patterns. The relevant cognitive science
literature on these topics is very extensive, especially when consideration is given to all of the underlying sensory
perception and production capabilities involved in different input modes currently being incorporated in new
multimodal interfaces. As a result, this section will be limited to introducing the main cognitive science themes and
findings that are relevant to the more common types of multimodal system.
5.1 When do users interact multimodally?
During natural interpersonal communication, people are always interacting multimodally. Of course, in this case the
number of information sources or modalities that an interlocutor has available to monitor is essentially unlimited.
However, all multimodal systems are constrained in the number and type of input modes they can recognize. Also, a
user can compose active input during human-computer interaction that either is delivered multimodally or that is
delivered entirely using just one mode. That is, although users in general may have a strong preference to interact
multimodally rather than unimodally, this is no guarantee that they will issue every command to a system
multimodally, given the particular type of multimodal interface available. Therefore, the first nontrivial question that
arises during system processing is whether a user is communicating unimodally or multimodally.
In the case of speech and pen-based multimodal systems, users typically intermix unimodal and multimodal
expressions. In a recent study involving a visual-spatial domain, users’ commands were expressed multimodally
20% of the time, with others just spoken or written (Oviatt et al., 1997). Predicting whether a user will express a
command multimodally also depends on the type of action she is performing. In particular, users almost always
express commands multimodally when describing spatial information about the location, number, size, orientation,
or shape of an object. In one study, users issued multimodal commands 86% of the time when they had to add,
move, modify, or calculate the distance between objects on a map in a way that required specifying spatial locations
(Oviatt et al., 1997). They also were moderately likely to interact multimodally when selecting an object from a
larger array, for example, when deleting a particular object from the map. However, when performing general
actions without any spatial component, such as printing a map, users expressed themselves multimodally less than
1% of the time. These data emphasize that future multimodal systems will need to distinguish between instances
when users are and are not communicating multimodally, so that accurate decisions can be made about when
parallel input streams should be interpreted jointly versus individually. They also suggest that knowledge of the type
of actions to be included in an application, such as whether the application entails manipulating spatial information,
should influence the basic decision of whether to build a multimodal interface at all.
In a multimodal interface that processes passive or blended input modes, there always is at least one passivelytracked input source providing continuous information (e.g., gaze tracking, head position). In these cases, all user
input would by definition be classified as multimodal, and the primary problem would become segmentation and
interpretation of each continuous input stream into meaningful actions of significance to the application. In the case
of blended multimodal interfaces (e.g., gaze tracking and mouse input), it still may be opportune to distinguish
active forms of user input that might be more accurately or expeditiously handled as unimodal events.
5.2 What are the integration and synchronization characteristics of users’ multimodal input?
The past literature on multimodal systems has focused largely on simple selection of objects or locations in a
display, rather than considering the broader range of multimodal integration patterns. Since the development of
Bolt’s (1980) “Put That There” system, speak-and-point has been viewed as the prototypical form of multimodal
integration. In Bolt’s system, semantic processing was based on spoken input, but the meaning of a deictic term such
as “that” was resolved by processing the x,y coordinate indicated by pointing at an object. Since that time, other
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multimodal systems also have attempted to resolve deictic expressions using a similar approach, for example, using
gaze location instead of manual pointing (Koons et al., 1993).
Unfortunately, this concept of multimodal interaction as point-and-speak makes only limited use of new input
modes for selection of objects— just as the mouse does. In this respect, it represents the persistence of an old
mouse-oriented metaphor. In contrast, modes that transmit written input, manual gesturing, and facial expressions
are capable of generating symbolic information that is much more richly expressive than simple pointing or
selection. In fact, studies of users’ integrated pen/voice input indicate that a speak-and-point pattern only comprises
14% of all spontaneous multimodal utterances (Oviatt et al., 1997). Instead, pen input more often is used to create
graphics, symbols & signs, gestural marks, digits and lexical content. During interpersonal multimodal
communication, linguistic analysis of spontaneous manual gesturing also indicates that simple pointing accounts for
less than 20% of all gestures (McNeill, 1992). Together, these cognitive science and user-modeling data highlight
the fact that any multimodal system designed exclusively to process speak-and-point will fail to provide users with
much useful functionality. For this reason, specialized algorithms for processing deictic-point relations will have
only limited practical use in the design of future multimodal systems. It is clear that a broader set of multimodal
integration issues needs to be addressed in future work. Future research also should explore typical integration
patterns between other promising modality combinations, such as speech and gaze.
It also is commonly assumed that any signals involved in a multimodal construction will co-occur temporally. The
presumption is that this temporal overlap then determines which signals to combine during system processing. In the
case of speech and manual gestures, successful processing of the deictic term “that square” in Bolt’s original system
relied on interpretation of pointing when the word “that” was spoken in order to extract the intended referent.
However, one empirical study indicated that users often do not speak deictic terms at all, and when they do the
deictic frequently is not overlapped in time with their pointing. In fact, it has been estimated that as few as 25% of
users’ commands actually contain a spoken deictic that overlaps with the pointing needed to disambiguate its
meaning (Oviatt et al., 1997).
Beyond the issue of deixis, users’ input frequently does not overlap at all during multimodal commands to a
computer. During spoken and pen-based input, for example, users' multimodal input is sequentially integrated about
half the time, with pen input preceding speech 99% of the time, and a brief lag between signals of one or two
seconds (Oviatt et al., 1997). This finding is consistent with linguistics data revealing that both spontaneous
gesturing and signed language often precede their spoken lexical analogues during human communication (Kendon,
1980; Naughton, 1996). The degree to which gesturing precedes speech is greater in topic-prominent languages such
as Chinese than it is in subject-prominent ones like Spanish or English (McNeill, 1992). Even in the speech and lip
movement literature, close but not perfect temporal synchrony is typical, with lip movements occurring a fraction of
a second before the corresponding auditory signal (Abry, Lallouache & Cathiard, 1996; Benoit, 2000).
In short, although two input modes may be highly interdependent and synchronized during multimodal interaction,
synchrony does not imply simultaneity. The empirical evidence reveals that multimodal signals often do not cooccur temporally at all during human-computer or natural human communication. Therefore, multimodal system
designers cannot necessarily count on conveniently overlapped signals in order to achieve successful processing in
the multimodal architectures they build. Future research needs to explore the integration patterns and temporal
cascading that can occur among three or more input modes, such as gaze, gesture and speech, so that more advanced
multimodal systems can be designed and prototyped.
In the design of new multimodal architectures, it is important to note that data on the order of input modes and
average time lags between input modes has been used to determine the likelihood that an utterance is multimodal
versus unimodal, and to establish temporal thresholds for fusion of input. In the future, weighted likelihoods
associated with different utterance segmentations, for example, that an input stream containing speech, writing,
speech should be segmented into [S / W S] rather than [S W / S], and with inter-modal time lag distributions, will be
used to optimize correct recognition of multimodal user input (Oviatt, 1999b). In the design of future time-critical
multimodal architectures, data on users' integration and synchronization patterns will need to be collected for other
mode combinations during realistic interactive tasks, so that temporal thresholds can be established for performing
multimodal fusion.
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5.3 What individual differences exist in multimodal interaction, and what are the implications for designing systems
for universal access?
When users interact multimodally, there actually can be large individual differences in integration patterns. For
example, previous empirical work on multimodal pen/voice integration has revealed two main types of user— ones
who habitually deliver speech and pen signals in an overlapped or simultaneous manner, and others who
synchronize signals sequentially with pen input preceding speech by up to 4 seconds (Oviatt, 1999b). These users’
dominant integration pattern could be identified when they first began interacting with the system, and then persisted
throughout their session (Oviatt, 1999b). That is, each user’s integration pattern was established early and remained
consistent, although two distinct integration patterns were observed among different users. As mentioned earlier,
substantial differences also have been observed in the degree to which manual gestures precede speech for members
of different linguistic groups, such as Chinese, Spanish and Americans. All of these findings imply that future
multimodal systems capable of adapting temporal thresholds for different user groups potentially could achieve
greater recognition accuracy and interactive speed.
Both individual and cultural differences also have been documented between users in modality integration patterns.
For example, substantial individual differences also have been reported in the temporal synchrony between speech
and lip movements (Kricos, 1996). In addition, lip movements during speech production are less exaggerated among
Japanese speakers than Americans (Sekiyama & Tohkura, 1991). In fact, extensive inter-language differences have
been observed in the information available from lip movements during audio-visual speech (Fuster-Duran, 1996).
These findings have implications for the degree to which disambiguation of speech can be achieved through lip
movement information in noisy environments or for different user populations. Finally, non-native speakers, the
hearing impaired, and elderly listeners all are more influenced by visual lip movement than auditory cues when
processing speech (Fuster-Duran, 1996; Massaro, 1996). These results have implications for the design and
expected value of audio-visual multimedia output for different user groups in animated character interfaces.
Finally, gender, age, and other individual differences are common in gaze patterns, as well as speech and gaze
integration (Argyle, 1972). As multimodal interfaces incorporating gaze become more mature, further research will
need to explore these gender and age specific patterns, and to build appropriately adapted processing strategies. In
summary, considerably more research is needed on multimodal integration and synchronization patterns for new
mode combinations, as well as for diverse and disabled users for whom multimodal interfaces may be especially
suitable for ensuring universal access.
5.4 Is complementarity or redundancy the main organizational theme that guides multimodal integration?
It frequently is claimed that the propositional content conveyed by different modes during multimodal
communication contains a high degree of redundancy. However, the dominant theme in users’ natural organization
of multimodal input actually is complementarity of content, not redundancy. For example, speech and pen input
consistently contribute different and complementary semantic information— with the subject, verb, and object of a
sentence typically spoken, and locative information written (Oviatt et al., 1997). In fact, a major complementarity
between speech and manually-oriented pen input involves visual-spatial semantic content, which is one reason these
modes are an opportune combination for visual-spatial applications. Whereas spatial information is uniquely and
clearly indicated via pen input, the strong descriptive capabilities of speech are better suited for specifying temporal
and other non-spatial information. Even during multimodal correction of system errors, when users are highly
motivated to clarify and reinforce their information delivery, speech and pen input express redundant information
less than 1% of the time. Finally, during interpersonal communication linguists also have documented that
spontaneous speech and manual gesturing involve complementary rather than duplicate information between modes
(McNeill, 1992).
Other examples of primary multimodal complementarities during interpersonal and human-computer
communication have been described in past research (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976; Oviatt & Olsen, 1994;
Wickens, Sandry & Vidulich, 1983). For example, in the literature on multimodal speech and lip movements,
natural feature-level complementarities have been identified between visemes and phonemes for vowel articulation,
with vowel rounding better conveyed visually, and vowel height and backness better revealed auditorally (Massaro
& Stork, 1998; Robert-Ribes, et al., 1998).
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In short, actual data highlight the importance of complementarity as a major organizational theme during
multimodal communication. The designers of next-generation multimodal systems therefore should not expect to
rely on duplicated information when processing multimodal language. In multimodal systems involving both speech
and pen-based gestures and speech and lip movements, one explicit goal has been to integrate complementary
modalities in a manner that yields a synergistic blend, such that each mode can be capitalized upon and used to
overcome weaknesses in the other mode (Cohen, et al., 1989). This approach to system design has promoted the
philosophy of using modes and component technologies to their natural advantage, and of combining them in a
manner that permits mutual disambiguation. One advantage of achieving such a blend is that the resulting
multimodal architecture can function more robustly than an individual recognition-based technology or a
multimodal system based on input modes lacking natural complementarities.
Section 5 discusses the growing cognitive science literature that provides the empirical underpinnings needed to
design next-generation multimodal interfaces. This cognitive science foundation has played a key role in
identifying computational “myths” about multimodal interaction, and replacing these misconceptions with
contrary empirical evidence. Ten common myths about multimodal interaction include:
Myth #1: If you build a multimodal system, users will interact multimodally
Myth #2: Speech & pointing is the dominant multimodal integration pattern
Myth #3: Multimodal input involves simultaneous signals
Myth #4: Speech is the primary input mode in any multimodal system that includes it
Myth #5: Multimodal language does not differ linguistically from unimodal language
Myth #6: Multimodal integration involves redundancy of content between modes
Myth #7: Individual error-prone recognition technologies combine multimodally to produce even greater
unreliability
Myth #8: All users’ multimodal commands are integrated in a uniform way
Myth #9: Different input modes are capable of transmitting comparable content
Myth #10: Enhanced efficiency is the main advantage of multimodal systems
 Summarized myths taken from “Ten Myths of Multimodal Interaction”
(Oviatt, 1999b)

Figure 4. Ten myths of multimodal interaction: Separating myth from empirical reality.
5.5 What are the primary features of multimodal language?
Communication channels can be tremendously influential in shaping the language transmitted within them. From
past research, there now is cumulative evidence that many linguistic features of multimodal language are
qualitatively very different from that of spoken or formal textual language. In fact, it can differ in features as basic
as brevity, semantic content, syntactic complexity, word order, disfluency rate, degree of ambiguity, referring
expressions, specification of determiners, anaphora, deixis, and linguistic indirectness. In many respects, multimodal
language is simpler linguistically than spoken language. In particular, comparisons have revealed that the same user
completing the same map-based task communicates fewer words, briefer sentences, and fewer complex spatial
descriptions and disfluencies when interacting multimodally, compared with using speech alone (Oviatt, 1997). One
implication of these findings is that multimodal interface design has the potential to support more robust future
systems than a unimodal design approach. The following is an example of a typical user’s spoken input while
attempting to designate an open space using a map system: “Add an open space on the north lake to b-- include the
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north lake part of the road and north.” In contrast, the same user accomplished the same task multimodally by
encircling a specific area and saying: “Open space.”
In previous research, hard-to-process disfluent language has been observed to decrease by 50% during multimodal
interaction with a map, compared with a more restricted speech-only interaction (Oviatt, 1997). This drop occurs
mainly because people have difficulty speaking spatial information, which precipitates disfluencies. In a flexible
multimodal interface, they instead use pen input to convey spatial information, thereby avoiding the need to speak it.
Further research is needed to establish whether other forms of flexible multimodal communication generally ease
users’ cognitive load, which may be reflected in a reduced rate of disfluencies.
During multimodal pen/voice communication, the linguistic indirection that is typical of spoken language frequently
is replaced with more direct commands (Oviatt & Kuhn, 1998). In the following example, a study participant made a
disfluent indirect request using speech input while requesting a map-based distance calculation: “What is the
distance between the Victorian Museum and the, uh, the house on the east side of Woodpecker Lane?” When
requesting distance information multimodally, the same user encircled the house and museum while speaking the
following brief direct command: “Show distance between here and here.” In this research, the briefer and more
direct multimodal pen/voice language also contained substantially fewer referring expressions, with a selective
reduction in co-referring expressions that instead were transformed into deictic expressions. This latter reduction in
coreference would simplify natural language processing by easing the need for anaphoric tracking and resolution in
a multimodal interface. Also consistent with fewer referring expressions, explicit specification of definite and
indefinite reference is less common in multimodal language (Oviatt & Kuhn, 1998). Current natural language
processing algorithms typically rely heavily on the specification of determiners in definite and indefinite references
in order to represent and resolve noun phrase reference. One unfortunate by-product of the lack of such
specifications is that current language processing algorithms are unprepared for the frequent occurrence of elision
and deixis in multimodal human-computer interaction.
In other respects, multimodal language clearly is different than spoken language, although not necessarily simpler.
For example, users’ multimodal pen/voice language departs from the canonical English word order of S-V-O-LOC
(i.e., Subject-Verb-Object-Locative constituent), which is observed in spoken language and also formal textual
language. Instead, users’ multimodal constituents shift to a LOC-S-V-O word order. A recent study reported that
95% of locative constituents were in sentence-initial position during multimodal interaction. However, for the same
users completing the same tasks while speaking, 96% of locatives were in sentence-final position (Oviatt, et al.,
1997). It is likely that broader analyses of multimodal communication patterns, which could involve gaze and
manual gesturing to indicate location rather than pen-based pointing, would reveal a similar reversal in word order.
One implication of these many differences is that new multimodal corpora, statistical language models, and natural
language processing algorithms will need to be established before multimodal language can be processed optimally.
Future research and corpus collection efforts also will be needed on different types of multimodal communication,
and in other application domains, so that the generality of previously identified multimodal language differences can
be explored.
6. What are the basic ways in which multimodal interfaces differ from graphical user interfaces?
Multimodal research groups currently are rethinking and redesigning basic user interface architectures, because a
whole new range of architectural requirements has been posed. First, graphical user interfaces typically assume that
there is a single event stream that controls the underlying event loop, with any processing sequential in nature. For
example, most GUIs ignore typed input when a mouse button is depressed. In contrast, multimodal interfaces
typically can process continuous and simultaneous input from parallel incoming streams. Secondly, GUIs assume
that the basic interface actions, such as selection of an item, are atomic and unambiguous events. In contrast,
multimodal systems process input modes using recognition-based technologies, which are designed to handle
uncertainty and entail probabilistic methods of processing. Thirdly, GUIs often are built to be separable from the
application software that they control, although the interface components usually reside centrally on one machine. In
contrast, recognition-based user interfaces typically have larger computational and memory requirements, which
often makes it desirable to distribute the interface over a network so that separate machines can handle different
recognizers or databases. For example, cell phones and networked PDAs may extract features from speech input, but
transmit them to a recognizer that resides on a server. Finally, multimodal interfaces that process two or more
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recognition-based input streams require time-stamping of input, and the development of temporal constraints on
mode fusion operations. In this regard, they involve uniquely time-sensitive architectures.
7. What basic architectures and processing techniques have been used to design multimodal systems?
Many early multimodal interfaces that handled combined speech and gesture, such as Bolt’s “Put That There”
system (Bolt, 1980), have been based on a control structure in which multimodal integration occurs during the
process of parsing spoken language. As discussed earlier, when the user speaks a deictic expression such as “here”
or “this”, the system searches for a synchronized gestural act that designates the spoken referent. While such an
approach is viable for processing a point-and-speak multimodal integration pattern, as discussed earlier, multimodal
systems must be able to process richer input than just pointing, including gestures, symbols, graphic marks, lip
movements, meaningful facial expressions, and so forth. To support more broadly functional multimodal systems,
general processing architectures have been developed since Bolt's time. Some of these recent architectures handle a
variety of multimodal integration patterns, as well as the interpretation of both unimodal and combined multimodal
input. This kind of architecture can support the development of multimodal systems in which modalities are
processed individually as input alternatives to one another, or those in which two or more modes are processed as
combined multimodal input.
For multimodal systems designed to handle joint processing of input signals, there are two main subtypes of
multimodal architecture. First, there are ones that integrate signals at the feature level (i.e., “early fusion”) and
others that integrate information at a semantic level (i.e., “late fusion”). Examples of systems based on an early
feature-fusion processing approach include those developed by Bregler and colleagues (Bregler, Manke, Hild, &
Waibel, 1993), Vo and colleagues (Vo et al. 1995), and Pavlovic and colleagues (Pavlovic, et al., 1997; 1998). In a
feature-fusion architecture, the signal-level recognition process in one mode influences the course of recognition in
the other. Feature fusion is considered more appropriate for closely temporally synchronized input modalities, such
as speech and lip movements (Stork & Hennecke, 1995; Rubin, et al., 1998).
In contrast, multimodal systems using the late semantic fusion approach have been applied to processing multimodal
speech and pen input or manual gesturing, for which the input modes are less coupled temporally. These input
modes provide different but complementary information that typically is integrated at the utterance level. Late
semantic integration systems use individual recognizers that can be trained using unimodal data, which are easier to
collect and already are publicly available for speech and handwriting. In this respect, systems based on semantic
fusion can be scaled up easier in number of input modes or vocabulary size. Examples of systems based on semantic
fusion include Put That There (Bolt, 1980), ShopTalk (Cohen, et al., 1989), QuickSet (Cohen et al., 1997),
CUBRICON (Neal & Shapiro, 1991), Virtual World (Codella et al., 1992), Finger-Pointer (Fukumoto, Suenaga, &
Mase, 1994), VisualMan (Wang, 1995), Human-Centric Word Processor, Portable Voice Assistant (Bers, et al.,
1998), the VR Aircraft Maintenance Training System (Duncan et al., 1999) and Jeanie (Vo & Wood, 1996).
As an example of multimodal information processing flow in a late-stage semantic architecture, Figure 5 illustrates
two input modes (e.g., speech and manual or pen-based gestures) recognized in parallel and processed by an
understanding component. The results involve partial meaning representations that are fused by the multimodal
integration component, which also is influenced by the system’s dialogue management and interpretation of current
context. During the integration process, alternative lexical candidates for the final multimodal interpretation are
ranked according to their probability estimates on an n-best list. The best-ranked multimodal interpretation then is
sent to the application invocation and control component, which transforms this information into a series of
commands to one or more back-end application systems. System feedback typically includes multimedia output,
which may incorporate text-to-speech and non-speech audio, graphics and animation, and so forth. For examples of
feature-based multimodal processing flow and architectures, especially as applied to multimodal speech and lip
movement systems, see Benoit, et al. (2000).
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Figure 5. Typical information processing flow in a multimodal architecture designed for speech and gesture.

There are many ways to realize this information processing flow as an architecture. One common infrastructure that
has been adopted by the multimodal research community involves multi-agent architectures, such as the Open
Agent Architecture (Cohen, Cheyer, Wang, & Baeg, 1994; Martin, Cheyer, & Moran, 1999) and Adaptive Agent
Architecture (Kumar & Cohen, 2000). In a multi-agent architecture, the many components needed to support the
multimodal system (e.g., speech recognition, gesture recognition, natural language processing, multimodal
integration) may be written in different programming languages, on different machines, and with different operating
systems. Agent communication languages are being developed that can handle asynchronous delivery, triggered
responses, multi-casting and other concepts from distributed systems, and that are fault-tolerant (Kumar & Cohen,
2000). Using a multi-agent architecture, for example, speech and gestures can arrive in parallel or asynchronously
via individual modality agents, with the results recognized and passed to a facilitator. These results, typically an nbest list of conjectured lexical items and related time-stamp information, then are routed to appropriate agents for
further language processing. Next, sets of meaning fragments derived from the speech and pen signals arrive at the
multimodal integrator. This agent decides whether and how long to wait for recognition results from other
modalities, based on the system’s temporal thresholds. It fuses the meaning fragments into a semantically- and
temporally-compatible whole interpretation before passing the results back to the facilitator. At this point, the
system’s final multimodal interpretation is confirmed by the interface, delivered as multimedia feedback to the user,
and executed by any relevant applications. In summary, multi-agent architectures provide essential infrastructure for
coordinating the many complex modules needed to implement multimodal system processing, and they permit doing
so in a distributed manner that is compatible with the trend toward mobile computing.
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The core of multimodal systems based on semantic fusion involves algorithms that integrate common meaning
representations derived from speech, gesture and other modalities into a combined final interpretation. The semantic
fusion operation requires a common meaning representation framework for all modalities, and a well-defined
operation for combining partial meanings that arrive from different signals. To fuse information from different
modalities, various research groups have independently converged on a strategy of recursively matching and
merging attribute/value data structures, although using a variety of different algorithms (Vo & Wood, 1996; Cheyer
& Julia, 1995; Pavlovic & Huang, 1998; Shaikh et al., 1997). This approach is considered a frame-based integration
technique. An alternative logic-based approach derived from computational linguistics (Carpenter, 1990, 1992;
Calder, 1987) involves the use of typed feature structures and unification-based integration, which is a more general
and well understood approach. Unification-based integration techniques also have been applied to multimodal
system design (Cohen et al., 1997; Johnston et al., 1997; Wu et al., 1999). Feature-structure unification is considered
well suited to multimodal integration, because unification can combine complementary or redundant input from both
modes, but it rules out contradictory input. Given this foundation for multimodal integration, more research still is
needed on the development of canonical meaning representations that are common among different input modes
which will need to be represented in new types of multimodal systems.
When statistical processing techniques are combined with a symbolic unification-based approach that merges feature
structures, then the multimodal architecture that results is a hybrid symbolic/statistical one. Hybrid architectures
represent one major new direction for multimodal system development. Multimodal architectures also can be
hybrids in the sense of combining Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and Neural Networks (NNs). New hybrid
architectures potentially are capable of achieving very robust functioning, compared with either an early- or latefusion approach alone. For example, the Members-Teams-Committee (MTC) hierarchical recognition technique,
which is a a hybrid symbolic/statistical multimodal integration framework trained over a labeled multimodal corpus,
recently achieved 95.26% correct recognition performance, or within 1.4% of the theoretical system upper bound
(Wu, et al., 1999).
8. What are the main future directions for multimodal interface design?
The computer science community is just beginning to understand how to design innovative, well integrated, and
robust multimodal systems. To date, most multimodal systems remain bimodal, and recognition technologies related
to several human senses (e.g., haptics, smell, taste) have yet to be well represented or included at all within
multimodal interfaces. The design and development of new types of systems that include such modes will not be
achievable through intuition. Rather, it will depend on knowledge of the natural integration patterns that typify
people’s combined use of various input modes. This means that the successful design of multimodal systems will
continue to require guidance from cognitive science on the coordinated human perception and production of natural
modalities. In this respect, multimodal systems only can flourish through multidisciplinary cooperation, as well as
teamwork among those representing expertise in the component technologies.
Most of the systems outlined in this chapter have been built during the past decade, and they are research-level
systems. However, in some cases they have developed well beyond the prototype stage, and are being integrated
with other software at academic and federal sites, or appearing as newly shipped products. To achieve
commercialization and widespread dissemination of multimodal interfaces, more general, robust, and scalable
multimodal architectures will be needed, which just now are beginning to emerge. Future multimodal interfaces also
must begin incorporating input from multiple heterogeneous information sources, such that when combined they
contain the discriminative information needed to support more robust processing than individual recognition
technologies. To support increasingly pervasive multimodal interfaces, these information sources also must include
data collected from a wide array of input modes and sensors, and from both active and passive forms of user input.
Finally, future multimodal interfaces, especially mobile ones, will require active adaptation to the user, task,
ongoing dialogue, and environmental context.
In the future, multimodal interfaces could be developed that provide a better balance between system input and
output, so they are better matched with one another in expressive power. Multimodal interfaces have the potential to
give users more expressive power and flexibility, as well as better tools for controlling sophisticated visualization
and multimedia output capabilities. As these interfaces develop, research will be needed on how to design whole
multimodal-multimedia systems that are capable of highly robust functioning. To achieve this, a better
understanding will be needed of the impact of visual displays, animation, text-to-speech, and audio output on users’
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multimodal input and its processability. One fertile research domain for exploring these topics will be multimedia
animated character design and its impact on users’ multimodal input and interaction with next-generation
conversational interfaces.
In conclusion, multimodal interfaces are just beginning to model human-like sensory perception. They are
recognizing and identifying actions, language and people that have been seen, heard, or in other ways experienced in
the past. They literally reflect and acknowledge the existence of human users, empower them in new ways, and
create for them a “voice.” They also can be playful and self-reflective interfaces that suggest new forms of human
identity as we interact face to face with animated personas representing our own kind. In all of these ways novel
multimodal interfaces, as primitive as their early bimodal instantiations may be, represent a new multidisciplinary
science, a new art form, and a socio-political statement about our collective desire to humanize the technology we
create.
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